l3o           THEOSOPHY EXPLAINED
years. Similarly, because years count nothing before HveSy
a youth of twenty years and probably one thousand lives
behind him must be wiser than a coolie of fifty years and,
say, of only one hundred lives. But if we do not accept
reincarnation, all children ought to be b6rn with the same-
amount of intelligence, which is not the case. Reincar-
nation alone explains the difference between them—the'
difference in their growth due to the different ages of the
soul.
(3. But if a negro boy be nurtured and trained in-
Europe, will he not be as intelligent and wise as a
European boy ?
Ans. If intelligence depended on education in youthy
two children of the same parents, similarly trained and
brought up, ought to be equally intelligent and equally
wise or foolish. Not only is this not so, but very often it
is just the reverse, as one brother is wise and virtuous,.
while the other is foolish and vicious. Again twins, un-
distinguishable in their infancy, grow widely different in»
spite of similarity of training and education in all respects..
The negro is bright up to a certain point, and then
suddenly stops, to the disappointment of his teacher who
thought he would go far. Reincarnation explains that a.
child comes into the world with a character, with qualities,
characteristics, powers and deficiencies, that we may to-
some extent mould and modify that character, but that our
powers in that respect are very limited. As Ludwig
Buchner said: ct Nature is stronger than nurture."
Q. But the physical, mental and moral peculiarities of
children come from the parents by the Law of Heredity ;
what wonder, then, that a European child is intelligent
and a negro one stupid ? Does reincarnation ignore that
law ?

